To: Members of the Council

Sub: Inviting comments on: Draft Indian Standards (Revisions) on Glossary & Generic Names

Dear Member,

Please find enclosed the following document(s): 

1. TXD 31(16103) Textiles — Man-Made Fibres, Yarns and Fabrics — Glossary (Second Revision of IS 1324:1966) Click here

2. TXD 31(16104) Textiles — Man-made Fibres — Generic Names (Third Revision of IS 6239:2014) Click here

The document is also hosted on BIS website www.bis.gov.in.

Kindly examine the draft standards and forward your views stating any difficulties which you are likely to experience in your business or profession, if these are finally adopted as National Standards. Comments if any, may please be made in the format as enclosed (Click here) and mailed to: Mr. A K Bera, Scientist F & Head (Textiles), BUREAU OF INDIAN STANDARDS (BIS), txd@bis.gov.in

Last Date for receiving comments by BIS: 15-10-2020

In case no comments are received or comments received are of editorial nature, it
will be presumed that the above mentioned documents are acceptable. However, in case comments of technical nature are received then it may be finalized either in consultation with the Chairman, Sectional Committee or referred to the Sectional Committee for further necessary action if so desired by the Chairman, Sectional Committee of BIS.

Regards,

Dr. Siddhartha Rajagopal

Executive Director

::TEXPROCIL::